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Response

AN EMERGING SCHOLARSHIP OF PRACTICE

THOMAS J. SERGIOVANNI, 7l*ty Unvrsity

I speak for many who are grateful to Art Blumberg for his wisdom, for
his many provocative ideas over the years, and perhaps most important, for
his unselfish friendship. His comments in "Toward a Scholarship of Practice"
on the ill-fitting nature of scientific knowledge in supervision and teaching
and his plea for developing a scholarship of practice are compelling. The
work that many of his ideas are drawn from, ScboolAdminitr n as Coaft, is
seminal.' I was inspired by the book and felt privileged to write the Foreword.

Nonetheless, 'Toward a Scholarship of Practice" is a bit anticlimactic
Had it appeared eight or even five years ago, It might have caused a stir. Today,
I imagine, it hardly elicits a yawn among the many who are hard at work in
restructuring supervisory theory and practice. At the heart of this restructuring
is replacing the now discredited notion that supervisory knowledge exists
separately from person and context and directly applies to practice with a
view of knowledge that takes two general forms: metaphorical and personal
As metaphor, the standard for judging knowledge validity changes from truth-
fulness to usefulness. The test of knowledge usefulness is whether it results
in startling insight on the one hand and changes in the practical theories of
supervisors and teachers on the other. The purpose of useful knowledge is
not to prescribe but to inform intuition and professional judgment.

Personal knowledge, as Blumberg points out, focuses on accumulated
self-understandings and personal skills and, I would add, the bundles of
assumptions and beliefs and correlated cognitive maps of how the worlds of
supervision, teaching, and schooling work that function as governing mind-
scapes. These mindscapes program the actions and behaviors of teachers and
supervisors. Metaphorical and personal knowledge constitute the engine that
fuels the process of reflection and decision making as teachers and supervisors
solve problems in the light of particular contexts.2

'Anhur Blumber&, SdbooAdnm.o , m a a O't5 Fmaom ofPmcabcPk (Boson: Alyn
& Bacon, 1989)

2See, for eample, lhomasJ. Segiovan "Informing rofessonal Practice in Educaiona
Adnmin"aons Jouwa of'Edur _ tonalAdmhsa, 27 (No 2, 1990).
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The key to present-day theorizing about supervision is trying to figure
out how the process of reflection-in-action unfolds (Blumberg's book helps)
and how to inform It The works of Schon and Argyris and Schbn on reflective
practice represent important breakthroughs. Sch6n, for example, argues
compellingly that the heart of professional practice is not "theory" but the
process of "knowing in action":

Pactitioners of such professions as law, management, teaching, and engineering deal
often with uncertainty, uniqueness, and conflict The nonroutine situations of practice
are at least partly indeterminate and must somehow be made coherent Skillful prac-
tioners learn to conduct frame experiments in which they Impose a kind of coherence
on messy situations and thereby discover consequences and Implications of their
chosen frames. From time to time, their efforts to give order to a situation provoke
unexpected outoomes-"back talk" that gives the situation a new meaning. They
listen and reframe the problem. It is this ensemble of problem framing, onthe-spot
experiment, detection of consequences and implications, back talk and response to
back talk that constitutes a reflective conversation with the materials of a situation-
the deslgnllke artistry of professional practice 4

Sch6n believes that this process is learnable and coachable but not
teachable-a position I suspect is dose to Blumberg's. Sch6n's work is impor-
tant not for providing answers but for providing the kind of alternative mind-
scape that has resulted in high-yield thinking, inquiry, and dialogue on under-
standing, developing, and using practical theories of action. A summary of his
ideas and reactions fronm others appears in the form of a symposium in the
Fall 1989 issue of thisJournal.5

Shulman and Tom both give somewhat different but equally important
concepts of reflections Significant work in Britain has studied teachers as
researchers of their own practice. Elliott, for example, reports that reflection
and improvement are the likely results when teachers derive their own theo-
ries of practice from studying their teaching. Supervision, in this mold, is a
process of helping teachers to understand, test, and reconstruct their own

lufs C. Aryrs and Donald A. Schn, 7bey Practice. inovsfng ProessnarEffedae-
nem (San FranpdscJoseyBass, 1974>, Donald A Schn, ThbeR eaePrhtwon ' How Profe
siaoes T7bbik tFAbn (NewYork Bask Bood, 1983>, Donald A Scf nduc bg beReflecte
Pm_*,one- (San Frndsco: Jossey-Bas, 1987).

DonaldA SAd.n, TbeReea/e hPraatmn,_ r HoW Profeaionas Tbt int Acton (New York
Basic Book, 1983), P. 157-15&

sA Symposum on Schn's c of Reflective ctice Criiques, Commeares, Illust
dorn~"lo aiofSupn* and RCu-a d 5 (Fal 1989) 6-69. See also Peter P Grimt
and Gaalen L Eriddon, ReJlecbzon n Teader EcPion (New York: Teachers College Press,
1988); Roben HoustoR, Reneve CDft, and Marlene Pgch, enwgng Relec PTvae: An
Enhsnt/no faust o ndwnlloD (NewYordc Teahers Colkege PRsS 1989). Foran expansive
critique o Scdfn's work, see Jaseph P. McDonald, "A Relecave Converson about Teacher
Educln" GaL AN*, ,'u,, Ra'&t.ew 59 (May 1989>. 251-259.

ee S Shulma, TheWisdom oPractice: ManagigComplexlty In Medicine and Teachding,"
in Tae ro Tead:rs ed. David C Berliner and Barak V. Rosenshine (New York Randot House,
1987, pp 3693, Alan R. Toan, "Teachdng as aMoral Crat AMetaphor for Teaching and Teader
Educato C,"Utsum hquty 10 (Fa21 1980): 317-323.
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theories of teaching' Whitehead proposes a "living educational theory" as an
alternative to scientific theory construed as a set of propositional relation-
ships.8 This theory would take a dynamic and living form, with the content
changing as conversation develops among those involved with its creation.9

This living theory is not something captured in a book or workshop or on
instruments but is "an organic view... which is living in the public conversa-
tions of those constituting professional practice."' It is thus growing in the
living relationship between teachers, supervisors, students, and others.

Other Europeans seem also to be moving in this direction. In their useful
book, Promoting Reflejctie Teacbng. Supetion in Action, Norwegians
Handal and Lauvas point out that good supervisory theory is practical, not
scientific."

Every teacher possesses a "practical theory" of teaching which is subjectively The
strongest determining factor in her educational experience. Counseling {supervision]
with teachers must consequently originate in each teacher's practical theory, seeking
to foster its conscious articulation, and aiming to elaborate it and make it susc ible
to change.

The term "theory" commonly refers to an interrelated set of hypotheses or
statements which can be used to oepa/n or understand phenomena or situations or
to predict what will happen when certain conditions or premises exis This is the
scientific use of the term .... "Practical theory" refers to a person's private, integrated
but ever-changing system of knowledge, experience, and values which is relevant to
teaching practice at any particular time This means, first of all, that "theory" in this
sense is a personal construct which is continuously established in the individual
through a series of diverse events (such as practical experience, reading listening,
looking at other people's practice), which are mixed together or integrated with the
changing perspective provided by the individual's values and ideals..."Practical
theory" may be regarded as a "complex bundle" of all these elements. t2

Our personal experience, transmitted or mediated knowledge experiences,
and values are the three governing variables in practical theories of supervi-
sion and teaching. Handal and Lauvas's work involves developing supervisory
strategies that can help teachers develop, critique, and change their practical
theories and ultimately their teaching practice.

In an approach similar to Blumberg's, the management theorist Mintz-
berg tackdes the problem of reflection and the bonding together of "head,

ohn mot, "E atonal Theoy, Paica Pilosophy, ndAction Researdc," SlJoa-W
of lducttnat/Sd/ls 35 Uune 1987): 149-169.

ack Whtehead "Creating a Uving iducaonaM y from Questions of tde Kind, 'Hw
Do I Improe My Practice?"' Camb/ eorva of &_A OiaAon 19 (No. 1, 1989): 41-52.

ack whitead and Pamela Lomax, "Action Reseah and the Politics of Eduional Know-
edge," Brlgtfb duatbonat*RemswarblJon 13 (No, 2, 1987): 175-190.

'ack Whitehed, "How Do We Improve Rserchebasdf Presionalism in Edu&atnc A
Question That Includes Action Research, Educational Theoy, and the Poils of Educatonml
Knowledge" Brol& b E__a"tiW' ReseabJowani 15 (No. 1, 1989): 6.

"Cunnar Handal and Per Luvis, etnodng ARxEfl Tearcbhd : S m in f Aic
(Philadephi Sodciety for Resarch into Higher Eduatio d Open Unhersity Press, 1987)

"lbid, p. 9.
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heart, and hand" to produce something by using the metaphor "crafting
strategy."' 3 Another line of inquiry in this same vein seeks to understand
and use the process of interpretation. Relying on hermeneutics, symbolic
interactionism, and the role of metaphor, the issue is how to go from brute
to sense data, from picturing what is to discovering and disclosing what events
mean to teachers and supervisors.

How does meaning change as metaphor changes? How does this process
frame our practical theories of action? What are the consequences for under-
standing and improving teaching? The works of Garman, Holland, Zimpher
and Howey, and Smyth are examples.'4 The works on chaos and loose coupling
and culture are also important because they broaden the discussion of profes-
sional practice from the inward reflective process to the sociological, organiza-
tional, and political context in which reflection must take place.'5 Finally, the
moral dimension in supervision and teaching probes still another important
aspect of theories of practice.'6

All this work seeks to establish the sort of scholarship of practice that
Blumberg advocates and is developed enough to take us beyond the plea for
"toward" to "emerging." For me, a good theory of practice needs to measure
up to four criteria." It should fit the frequently messy, nonlinear, subjective,
and loosely connected world of supervisory and teaching practice It should

Henry Mnuberg. "Crafting Strategy," Harvard Busines Review 65 Ou/y-August 1987)
66-75.

"See, for example, Noreen B. Garrman, "Reflection, the Heart of Clinical Supervision. A
Moden Rationale for Professional Practice," oura of Cucia*umn and Sorion 2 (Fall
1986): 1-24; Noreen B. Garman, "Theories Embedded in the Events of Clinical Supervision: A
Hermeneutdc Approach," Jouna ofi C icum and Supvision 5 (Spring 1990): 201-213;
trida . Holland, teading between the Unes. Exploring the Supervisory Conference through

Dtosourse Analys~ "JoaofCm w awn dSupetvaion 4 (Summer 1989) 380-381 Nancy
L Zmpher and Kenneth Howey, "Adptng Superviso Practices to Differet Orientations of
Teahing Competence,"Jouwma of Olrisun dp and. svlon 2 (Winter 1987)- 101-127;John
Smyh,"Teachrsas Collaboratorsn Clinical Supervision Cooperative Learning aboutTeaching,"
retAa d.ce&u on 24 (No. 3,1984) 60-6

"See, for eapte,Janes Gleck, Claa Making a New Science (New Yor Viking, 1987);,
GaryA. Czkco, "Unpredictablltly and Indeermnism in Human Behavior," Educamo dnaiRelsre
18 (April 1989): 17-25;, Thomas J. Sergiovanni, "Developing a Practical Theory of Educational
Adminitsatlon" (paper presented at the National Congress on Educational Management, Rand
Afrskasm Unversity,Johannesburg, September 1989), Karl Weidc, "Administering Education in
Loosely Coupled Schools," P De/ta Kepan 63 (June 1982> 673-676; Thomas J Sergiovanni
andJohn E. Corasily, eds., Leadsb and O raonailarae (Urbana University of illinois
Press, 1984), Edgar H. Schein, antationa Cte and Leadeip (San Francisec Jossey
Bass, 1986>, ThomasJ. Sergiovanni, VaueAddedLeadetip (San Miego, Harcout BraceJovanov
Ich, 1990).

"See, for example, Amital Etzioni, 7be Moral Dmeoni Toruard a New Economics (New
York Free Press, 1988), Robett J. Starratt, "Supervision, a Moral Action," in Supe5ion Human
Pagectfo., ed. Thoxmas J. Sergiovanni and Robert J. Starran, 4th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1988), pp. 196-230,Alan , Tom, "Teaihngas a Moral Craf AMetaphor for Teaching and Teacher
Education, Cwrka.n hnqury 10 (Fall 1980): 317-323.

rniomas J. Serglovanni, "Developing a Practical Theory of Educational Administration"
(paper presentedatthe National Congress on Educational Management, Rand AfrikaansUnhversity,
Jodmnnesbu September 1989).
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be useful to Bill and Barbara (practicing supervisors and teachers).' 8 It should
be good as well as effective, and If it can't be both, it should be good rather
than effective. It should possess aesthetic qualities, or as Mlntzberg notes, it
should be beautiful.' 9

On the question of a community of scholars, I suggest that Bolin asked
the wrong people.° Her respondents were the Blumbergs and Sergiovannis
of supervision. In many respects, we represent the "over the hill" gang. Had
she surveyed the new generation of scholars (for example only-Peter P.
Grimmett, Carl D. Glickman, Patricia E. Holland, James F. Nolan, Nancy
Zimpher, Lee Goldsberry,John Elllott,John Smyth, Ed Pajek, Paulette Lemmua,
Joyce Killian, Alan R. Tom, Gillian Cook, Helen M. Hazi, Cheryl G. Sullivan-
among others) and had she been a respondent in her own study, I believe
the response pattern would be different. I suspect she would have found that
these scholars are comfortable building a new supervision, are spirited in
their work, and are optimistic about the future.

THOMAS J. SERGIOVANNI is Professor of Education, Trinity University, San An-
tonio, TX 78284.

Hlenry Mntzberg, "iff You Are Not Serving Bill and Barbara, Then You're Not Serving
Leadership," in Leade.zip Boeond Esrtabimet V-eua, ed. James G Hunt Una Searn, and
chester Schreshefm (Carbondale: Southern Illinois Press, 1982).

Ibid Language Is one imponrtan dimension of beauty. Contrast, for eample, the taching
and supervisory issues that come to mind when dasstooms are viewed as "instructional delivery
syzems" with "learning communities."

FPrances S. Bolin, "Does a Community of Scholars in Supervision Exist?"Journa/to'Curnt-
lun and Su4l ison 3 (Summer 1988): 296-307.
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